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Introduction

The upcoming 5G era is anticipated to be more user-centric
than its predecessor wireless network technologies (Zaidi
et al., 2019), where a huge amount of spectrum resources
are required to handle service parameters such as user
satisfaction, quality of service (QoS), fairness, or latency
(Hampel et al., 2019). As a result, telecom companies need
cautious strategies to implement efficient spectrum
utilisation mechanisms to reduce the spectrum usage and
traffic burden on the base station (eNB). In this regard,
device-to-device (D2D) communication, which is one of the
technology components of 5G, has a pivotal role in
spectrum conservation and in offloading cellular traffic by
reusing cellular user’s (CU) spectrum as an underlay (Alavi
et al., 2017; Cao et al., 2016).
In this paper, we consider a multicast scenario in a D2D
underlay model. In an underlay model, D2D users (DUs)
reuse the spectrum resources of the CUs. That is, the eNB
assigns exclusive spectrum resources to each of the
surrounding CUs in the cell. Now, the DUs will reuse the
same resources from a nearby CU for its communication
with another DU pair. As a result, when eNB communicates
with the CU, its transmission may interfere with an underlay
D2D receiver pair; similarly, when DUs communicate with
each other, there might be interference to the eNB.
Therefore, the eNB has to coordinate the interference by
proper power control and resource allocation schemes. On
the other hand, in the underlay model, there might be
multiple DUs reusing the spectrum of a CU, by this
spectrum utilisation can be improved (Wang et al., 2015a;
Qian and Wu, 2014). In the context of long-term evolution
(LTE) standard, when we say spectrum resources, it refers
to a resource block (RB), which is the smallest time and
frequency component of a resource with 0.5 ms in time, and
180 KHz in the frequency domain. The eNB as a central
entity will schedule the RBs to the user at regular
transmission time intervals (TTIs) of 1 ms duration (Qian
and Wu, 2014).
Amongst the many existing works on D2D multicast
schemes (refer Militano et al., 2015a; Asadi et al., 2014)
and the references therein), a broad classification is the
single rate and multi-rate based transmission schemes. In
the case of the single rate schemes, eNB serves all users at a
common channel quality (i.e., CQI). On the other hand, in a
multi-rate scheme, different users that belong to the same
channel quality will receive data at a particular channel
quality during a transmission instant. Militano et al. (2015a)
have proposed multicast in a single frequency based
two-hop D2D tree network. The proposed scheme serves a
group of users having compatible CQI by a single
frequency. All the above schemes mainly consider the CQI
experienced by the user over the given channel and are

suitable when data (such as video broadcast, text messages)
has to be multicast to a set of users, irrespective of the data
request rates. Nevertheless, none of them has considered the
unique data request rates of individual users. Intuitively,
individual users may demand specific data at different rates
when they subscribe to different data plans, or due to the
capacity of the device used to access the data. In such a
scenario, eNB may group multiple users of the same plan;
however, the process is intricate due to varying channel
quality. Bhat et al. (2017) have considered the practical case
where users have their own data request rates and offer
different revenues to the operator, and the target is to
maximise the revenue coming from the satisfied users. The
authors have proposed a greedy algorithm along with two
exponential-time approximation algorithms. In Bhat et al.
(2017), the data request of a user can be satisfied by serving
the data through multiple transmission sessions. That is,
users gather data transmitted at consecutive sessions at
different channel qualities such that their data request rate
has merely met. In general, due to the nature of D2D
multicast communication, a user may receive (or overhear)
data even though such data is not directly intended for that
user. However, the accumulation of data through multiple
sessions to reach the targeted data request rate is not
suitable to offer a certain quality of experience (QoE).
In this paper, we consider a different scenario, where
eNB may transmit the same data at consecutive sessions
with different channel qualities and RBs so that the requests
of a group of users are completely satisfied within a single
session. However, a user can be considered as satisfied
when its request rate has completely met in a single data
session. This requirement is more practical to offer a certain
QoE to a user. For example, the advertisement, flash news,
security code, etc., needs to be sent to customers in a single
batch of a file instead of multiple pieces, to be more
meaningful (Wang and Tang, 2016). For video reception,
the user awaiting a certain QoE expects to have minimal
fluctuation in the subsequent segments. Ideally, desires to
receive the complete data in a single session (Vo et al.,
2018). Mainly, this requirement motivated our current
research.
We summarise the two significant differences between
the proposed scenario in this paper and in Bhat et al. (2017)
as follows:
1

In the reference work, the user may accumulate the
multicast data from different transmission sessions to
satisfy its data request. Then, the user is considered as a
satisfied user when the total data received is at least its
request. However, in our scenario, we assume that
eNB transmits the same data at different sessions to
accommodate the newly arriving user requests. A strict
requirement is that a user can only be satisfied if the
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data received in an individual session is at least its
request. Consequently, a user cannot gather data from
multiple sessions to sum-up and satisfy its data request
rate as done in Bhat et al. (2017).

2

Our proposed scenario applies to time-sensitive data,
meaning that information has to be received entirely in
a single transmission session and not in parts at the
requested rate; for instance, advertisement or gaming
data (Wang and Tang, 2016). Nonetheless, Bhat et al.
(2017) did not consider the time-critical data
transmission scenario.

Therefore, in the proposed work, it implies that a user
expecting a certain QoE will request the data at a certain
rate, and when it is served completely in a session its
request will be satisfied. Even though the problem appears
simpler than the earlier work, unfortunately, it remains
NP-hard as we prove in this paper. The NP-hardness result
in Bhat et al. (2017) does not imply that in our work (as the
problems are different) so that for completeness’ sake, we
need to show why the reduction works again here. We also
propose two approximation algorithms with constant
approximation ratios. Our results stem from modelling our
problem as a budgeted maximum coverage problem and
apply the corresponding approximation algorithms in
Khuller et al. (1998). Jagadeesha et al. (2017) have
considered maximising the number of satisfied users with
specific user data request rates. Our algorithms resemble
those in a similar work in Wang et al. (2015b), which aims
at maximising the number of fully satisfied users in
heterogeneous networks. Wang et al. (2015b) aimed at
optimising the power and bandwidth requirement of macrocells and thereby maximise the number of satisfied users
inside a chosen cell. However, our problem is significantly
different from that in Wang et al. (2015b), as in our case
with D2D multicast, users may receive data during
transmission to some user in another group, whereas in
Wang et al. (2015b) the transmission is cell-based so that
users only receive data from their own cell. Additionally,
the parameters and scenarios are uncommon. Thus, there is
a need to reiterate how the proposed algorithms work.
Our main contributions are as follows:
1

We have defined a new problem when there exists a
constraint to the way in which a user is satisfied by
receiving data completely at a single multicast session.

2

We have shown that such a problem is NP-hard.

3

We reduced the problem to the well-known maximum
budgeted coverage problem, and re-establish the
approximation ratios of 1 − 1 e and 1 – 1 / e,
respectively, where e denotes the base of natural
logarithm.

4

The simulation results show that the proposed
algorithms have better performance than the candidate
solutions in terms of collected profit and they nearly
approximate the exact solution.

2

Related works

In this section, we review a few most relevant related
works. Mainly, we consider the schemes which multicast
multimedia content by considering the diversity of channel
quality. The following works have targeted multicast data
delivery from eNB to the user directly to improve the
overall throughput. In a basic scheme called conservative
multicast scheme (CMS) (Afolabi et al., 2013), multicast
will be restricted by the worst channel quality among all
recipients. However, it enhances the fairness of service as
all users receive an equal amount of data at the same
quality. Whereas, in an opportunistic scheme (OMS) (Low
et al., 2010), users will be served at the highest CQI among
a group of receivers. Therefore, users with the best CQI (or
above a threshold value) will only receive the data, which
improves the QoS of those users; however, certain users
will not receive any data. Another set of schemes that serve
the multicast users in groups based on the CQI, required
content, etc. In this method, users will be distributed among
multiple subgroups and each subgroup receive the data at
the best possible CQI corresponding to that particular group
(Condoluci et al., 2013; Araniti et al., 2017). In such a
scheme, the eNB will require multiple antennas to serve all
subgroups with different CQIs at a time. Additionally, the
formation of groups also increases the complexity of the
scheme. There are hybrid schemes that integrate
conservative, opportunistic, and subgroup based schemes on
different component carriers (CC) to enhance the number of
users being served (Militano et al., 2015b). Another scheme
(Araniti et al., 2014) assigns a few RBs at the lowest CQI to
offer fairness and the remaining RBs by finding the best
grouping policy that maximises the throughput.
In the following paragraph, we concentrate on
relay-based schemes, where a set of users (i.e., relay nodes)
receive data from eNB and relay them to other DUs. It is a
challenging task to decide the suitable CQI for relaying
when the number of hops from the eNB to the user
increases. However, this solution can overcome the
limitation of serving a limited number of users due to lower
CQI in case of cell edge users. Due to the use of relays, the
coverage can be extended. The algorithm in Militano et al.
(2015a) aims at relay selection and resource allocation in a
two-hop D2D network. The users with the CQI above a
predefined threshold value from the eNB will be assigned
the role of forwarding relays. The remaining users accept
one of the relay nodes as the parent to receive the data from
them. This scheme uses a time division duplex (TDD)
model to divide the communication between eNB to relays
and relays to end D2D nodes, and thereby avoiding the
interference. However, a special constraint of this scheme is
to ensure that the CQI of DUs has to be at least the CQI of
the parent. Similarly, Araniti et al. (2017) and Yin et al.
(2014) proposed relay based D2D schemes, where the relay
node iteratively examines the CQI values and the number of
users that can successfully receive data from it (in the
second hop) to maximise the overall throughput.
The major challenge in group-based relaying schemes is
the time duration involved in deciding the suitable group to
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enhance the objective (such as throughput, number of
recipients, etc.). Additionally, it may sacrifice the overall
throughput, while serving a chosen group. Hou (2017)
authors considered two-hop D2D relay network, where eNB
communicates with the relays in the downlink (DL) and the
DUs utilise the uplink (UL) frequencies with the relays to
minimising the data transmission delay and eliminate
interference. This study even compares the performance of
data transmission delay and distance on one-hop and twohop networks. Xia et al. (2016) have considered the issue of
power efficiency while transmitting the common multicast
content with the minimum QoS. Yin et al. (2014) have
targeted optimising the multicast transmission time for D2D
cluster members with the aid of relays in a densely
distributed network. More differently from these works,
Jagadeesha et al. (2017) considered a unique data request
rate to each user. As similar to Militano et al. (2015b), it
used a TDD model to serve the relay and underlay D2D
users. However, the total throughput is the accumulated data
rate of only the users whose data request has completely
satisfied. Bhat et al. (2017) consider the revenue
maximisation, and the proposed algorithms are exponential
time approximation algorithms.
A recent work has investigated the profit maximisation
in D2D unicast network with caching strategy (Bhat et al.,
2019). However, it addresses a different scenario. Currently,
use of artificial intelligence is the research paradigm in D2D
networks. In this direction, a few recent works on D2D
resource allocation have used artificial intelligence to
efficiently allocate power, and channel (Yu et al., 2019),
respectively. Similarly, Lee et al. (2020) have addressed
D2D resource allocation issue targeting data rate
maximisation and energy efficiency.
In this paper, we consider the user’s profit, only if the
data request rate satisfies in a single transmission session.

3
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In this paper, we assume a pre-determined TDD-based
D2D network, where the CUs and their underlay child DUs
play the role of parent and child, respectively. To be
specific, the parent and child relationship between any two
users are pre-defined and our algorithm does not perform
any such role assignments for the sake of simplicity. There
are few works (as mentioned in related works), which group
the users as CU and DU based on CQI or distance between
the users, in advance to the actual data transmission. In our
TDD model, we assume type 2 frame structure
(configuration 1) that assigns an equal number of slots for
downlink (DL) communication (from eNB to CU) and
uplink (UL) communication (from CU to children DUs).
As shown in Figure 1, our scenario forms a two-hop tree
topology with eNB at the root and CQI values shown beside
the arrow that connects them. Here, the eNB multicasts to
CUs in DL slots with a specific CQI; all the CUs with CQI
at least the CQI of transmission will receive the multicast
data simultaneously. The CUs use their UL slots to transmit
to child DUs. Therefore, CUs could relay the data (received
from the eNB) to underlying child DUs in the subsequent
UL slots. For instance, in Figure 1, consider CU1 and its two
children DU1 and DU2. Suppose the CQI of CU1, DU1, and
DU2 are 5, 4, and 3, respectively. Then, if CU1 requires 1
RB to satisfy its data request, eNB may choose to send the
RB by CQI 5 in DL session 1.
Figure 1

Problem scenario consisting of users and their CQIs
(see online version for colours)

Problem formulation

Preliminaries: Here, the eNB (operator) in a cell, multicast
a data (say advertisement) at regular sessions by different
CQIs to accommodate the demands of different users. Each
user in the cell possesses a unique CQI based on its
distance. Additionally, each user has different data request
rates while receiving the same multicast data based on their
data subscription plan, the buffer capacity of the device (cell
phone, Tablet PC, etc.) or the required data resolution. The
eNB multicasts data through RBs at a particular CQI during
a transmission session. All the users directly linked to the
eNB with the channel quality at least the CQI of
transmission will receive the data due to multicast effect.
The data received by the user will mainly depend on the
number of RBs and CQI used for transmission; however, it
depends on several other factors too (3GPP, 2012). The
users will use standard CQI feedback schemes to report
their experienced CQI to the eNB periodically. If the user
receives the data entirely in a single transmission session, it
offers a unique profit (revenue) to the operator. We refer to
a user whose data rate has fully met as a satisfied user.

Further, the same RB can be relayed to both the children
DUs by a common CQI 3 (lowest CQI) at UL session 1, so
that both DUs will receive the data. Alternatively, if CU1
relays the RB at CQI 4, then only DU1will receive the
multicast because DU2’s CQI is lower than CQI of
transmission (i.e., CQI 4). From this discussion, we notice
that an RB can be sent via different CQIs to serve a set of
users, which we termed as transmission setting in this paper.
By choosing different transmission settings, we may serve
the different set of users. However, satisfiability of a user
depends on the amount of data received by the user. In this
example, the transmission setting denoted as (1, 5, 3) means
1 RB transmitted with CQI 5 to DL and CQI 3 to UL users
respectively, at a particular session (say t).
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Problem statement: Now, we formally define our
problem parameters. Let U be the set of users of size N
consisting of CUs and DUs located in a geographical
region. Each user i (1 ≤ i ≤ N) has a data request rate δi
(bits/unit time) and a CQI Ci ∈ . When eNB serves a
user’s data request completely, the user is satisfied and
offers a profit Pi ($) in return. Let T be the total number of
RBs available at eNB. Note that when eNB multicasts with
a specific CQI, all CUs in the DL with the CQI value equal
to or greater than the CQI of transmission will receive
simultaneously. In the subsequent UL slot, data will be
relayed by the CUs to their respective child DUs. To avoid
the interference between the users of the same channel, we
compel all DUs in the network to reuse the same RBs and to
adhere to the same CQI at a particular UL time slot. As a
result, there will not be any interference. Further, in a
consecutive DL-UL session, we cannot relay more data to
UL than received in the DL. Therefore, the CQI of the UL
slot cannot be greater than the CQI of the DL slot. When a
CU gets multiple RBs in a DL slot, all the received RBs
have to be reused to the child DU in the next UL slot. The
eNB transmits the same data in each DL-UL session. A
user’s request is satisfied if the data received in some
DL-UL session is at least its request rate.
Consider the following variables:

dit

data received by user i in the tth DL-UL session

Rt

number of RBs used in the tth DL-UL session

t
CDL

CQI used by downlink in the tth DL-UL session

t
CUL

CQI used by uplink in the tth DL-UL session

yit

1 if user i receives data in the tth DL-UL session
0 otherwise.

zi

1 if user i is satisfied
0 otherwise.
1 if user i is satisfied in the tth DL-UL session

zit

0 otherwise.
The problem formulation by an integer program is as
follows:
max



N
i =1

zi Pi

(1)

Subject to:

dit ≥ zit δi
zi =

(2)

z
t

t
i

(3)

t
dit = yit CDL
Rt

if user i is a CU

(4)

t
dit = yit CUL
Rt

if user i is a DU

(5)

R
t

t

≤T

(6)

t
Ci ≥ yit CDL

if user i is a CU

(7)

t
Ci ≥ yit CUL

if iser i is a DU

(8)

t
t
CDL
≥ CUL

(9)

Equation (1) defines the objective of total profit
maximisation from the satisfied users. Constraint (2) says
that a user is satisfied in the tth DL-UL session if and only if
the data received is at least equal to the data requested in
that particular session. Constraint (3) indicates that a user is
satisfied only if its request is satisfied in exactly one of the
DL-UL sessions. Constraints (4) and (5) say the data
received at t by DL and UL users respectively. We adopt the
standard assumption that transmission rate is proportional to
the CQI value used in the transmission. Further, we may use
total T RBs at the maximum as in (6) from all DL-UL
sessions. Our transmission sessions comply with the LTE’s
TTI. The constraints in (7) and (8) say that a user receives
data at a particular session only if its CQI value is at least
the CQI used in the transmission. Finally, in constraint (9)
the CQI of a certain UL session should not exceed the DL
session immediately preceding it. The practical reason is, if
a CU receives data from the eNB at a DL session (say x
bits), then CU can only relay at most the same amount of
data to DU (i.e., x bits). As a result, having a higher CQI in
the UL is redundant, as DU cannot receive more data in the
UL.
We consider three users from Figure 1 to illustrate a
brief example. Assume CQI x offers x bits of data per RB to
a user for simplicity. Let data request rate (δi) of three users
CU1, DU1, and DU2 be 4, 3, and 6 bits, respectively. And
the CQI (Ci) of these users be 5, 3, and 4, respectively. Let
us try the transmission setting (1, 5, 3). The eNB transmits 1
t
RB in the first DL session at CQI 5 (i.e., CDL
), that will be
received by CU1 and its data request rate will be satisfied. In
the consecutive UL session, CU1 may relay the data to its
t
children at CQI 3 (i.e., CUL
). This transmission will be
received by both DU1, and DU2 as their CQI is compatible
t
with CQI of transmission (i.e., Ci ≥ CUL
) and offers 3 bits
of data to both. Nevertheless, this data is sufficient to satisfy
only DU1. In this way, we satisfy CU1 and DU1. The
satisfied users will offer profit (revenue) to the eNB.

3.1 NP-hardness
Our proof is by a polynomial-time reduction from the wellknown NP-hard subset sum problem. As mentioned, the
reduction is similar to that in Bhat et al. (2017). In the
following, we show the details of such a reduction and
explain why the reduction works again for our proposed
problem.
First, the subset sum problem is defined as follows.
Definition 1: Subset sum is a decision problem: Given a set
A of k positive integers, A = {a1, a2, …, ak} and a target
value q, determine a subset A′ of A so that the sum of its
elements is exactly equal to q.

Approximation algorithms for profit maximisation in multicast D2D networks
The reduction from subset sum to our problem constructs a
special two-hop topology, with one child for each CU, as
shown in Figure 2. In particular, there are k CUs connected
from the base station with CQI value of CUi equal to:
ci = 1

if i = 1

( 

ci = 1 +

j =1 to i −1

)

a j ci −1

if i ≠ 1

(10)

The data request and the profit of every CU are both zero.
Let DUi denote the child of CUi. The CQI of each child DU
from its respective parent CU is set to ci, while the data
request and profit of DUi are (ciai) and ai, respectively. In
general, an element ai of set A represents two entities, i.e.,
the number of RBs needed to satisfy user request and profit
offered by DUi when data is transmitted at CQI ci. Let us
see a brief example to construct a tree as given in Figure 2.
Consider A as a multi-set A = {2, 3, 5, 6, 12, …} and target
is q = 120. Now, to construct the two-hop tree, c1 = 1, then
from (10) c2 and c3 will be 3, 18 respectively. Similarly, the
(data request, profit) will be (2, 2), (9, 3), and (90, 5) for
DU1, DU2, and DU3, respectively. This implies, by
transmitting 2 RBs at CQI 1 in an instance, DU1 can be
satisfied as its request is 2, while it offers a profit of 2.
Other users may too receive the multicast; however, their
data request cannot be satisfied with this transmission.
Figure 2

Shows an instance transformed from the subset sum
problem (see online version for colours)
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satisfied only if there is a unique DL-UL session that
completely satisfies the request of that user. In contrast, the
‘if statement’ trivially follows from the construction of the
transformed instance. Because of these, when we perform
the same reduction, we can re-use its proof, and obtain the
following lemma in our setting:
Lemma 1: Let D* denote a set of DUs that offers the
maximum satisfied profit with q RBs in our setting. Then,
the maximum satisfied profit is at least q if and only if there
exists a transmission schedule that sends an exactly ai
number of RBs (using CQI ci) in a single DL-UL session to
ai = q.
each DUi in D* and



DU i ∈D*



The above lemma directly implies that the maximum
satisfied profit for the transformed instance in our setting is
q if and only if the original Subset Sum problem contains a
subset whose sum is exactly q. Thus, we have the following
theorem.
Theorem 1: Maximising the satisfied profit of multicast
users in a D2D network in the setting of this paper is
NP-Hard. 

3.2 Problem modelling
In this section, we model our above-stated problem as a
budgeted maximum coverage problem (Khuller et al.,
1998).
Definition 2: Budgeted maximum coverage problem is an
optimisation problem. Its input consists of:
1

a ground set G = {g1, g2, …, gn}, where each item g is
associated with a positive weight w(g)

2

a collection K = {k1, k2, …, km}of subsets of G, where
each subset k is associated with a cost c(k)

3

a budget L.

The target is to find a sub-collection K′ of K, whose total
cost is at most L, such that the total weight of the items
covered by those subsets of K′ is maximised. Formally, we
want to find:
Using this reduction under the problem setting in Bhat et al.
(2017), the following is a key.
Lemma in the above referred work is as follows: Let D*
denote a set of DUs that offers the maximum satisfied profit
with q number of RBs. Then, the maximum satisfied profit
is at least q if and only if there exists a transmission
schedule that sends an exactly ai number of RBs (using CQI
ai = q.
ci) to each DUi in D* and



DU i ∈D*

In the proof of the ‘only if statement’, it is shown that if
the maximum satisfied profit is at least q, there is a
transmission schedule in which partial receipt of data from
the other DL-UL sessions would not help, so that a user is

arg max K ′

{

g∈ k∈K k

w( g )⋅ | K ′ ⊆ K ,



k∈K ′

}

c (k ) ≤ L .

To map our problem as a budgeted maximum coverage
problem, we set the ground set to be our user set U, where
the weight of a user i is its profit Pi (as defined in problem
formulation). For the collection K, it contains, for each
transmission setting (r, c1, c2), a set k of those satisfied users
when some DL-UL session is carried out with such a
transmission setting; here r indicates the number of RBs, c1
the CQI in the DL session, and c2 the CQI in the UL
session. The cost of the set k is r. Finally, the budget is set
as T, the total number of available RBs. Then, it is easy to
see that the sub-collection K′ that maximises the total
weight will be corresponding to those choices of DL-UL
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session transmission settings that maximise the total profit.
Now our problem resemblance the budgeted maximum
coverage problem.

profit. Similar approach as done in Khuller et al. (1998) and
Wang et al. (2015b).
Figure 3

4

User selection in Algorithm 1 (see online version
for colours)

Algorithms

The discussion in the previous section implies that any
approximation algorithm of the budgeted maximum
coverage problem can be applied directly to solve our
problem. The approximation ratio is also preserved. In
particular, Khuller et al. (1998) proposed two approximation
algorithms, one with ratio 1 − 1 e and the other with ratio
1 – 1 / e, where e is the base of natural logarithm. In the
following, we describe how to apply these two algorithms to
solve our problem, based on the terminology from this
paper.

4.1 Algorithm 1
Earlier, we gave a brief idea of transmission setting. Here,
we formally define it, since we use it in the discussions that
follow.
Definition 3: A transmission setting st refers to a triple
t
t
( RT , CDL
, CUL
) for t = 1, 2, … at the tth DL-UL session,
which indicates the number of RBs and CQI values used for
DL and UL to perform the multicast transmission.
The first algorithm iteratively decides the triplet
t
t
( RT , CDL
, CUL
) for t = 1, 2, …. For simplicity, we refer the
t
t
triplet ( RT , CDL
, CUL
) as the transmission setting st at the tth
DL-UL session. In general, for a multi-set S = {(r1, c1,1,
c1,2), (r2, c2,1, c2,2), …} of transmission settings, we say it is
feasible if the total RBs used is at most T, and the profit
P(S) of S is defined as the total profit from all satisfied users
when the transmission is carried out with st = (rt, ct,1, ct,2) for
all t. The decision of st in our algorithm is based on a greedy
strategy below:

1

Let St–1 = {s1, s2, …, st–1} be the multi-set of
transmission settings decided for the first (t – 1) DL-UL
slots (where S0 is the empty set) by our algorithm.

2

With respect to St–1, for each triplet s = (r, c1, c2), the
surplus profit SP(s) of s is defined as P(St–1 ∪{s}) –
SP ( s )
P(St–1), and the weight W(s) of s is defined as r .
That is, the weight of s indicates how much extra profit
per RB used if s is added as the next transmission
setting.

3

Set st = argmaxs {W(s) | St–1 ∪ {s} is feasible}.

Using the above algorithm, we obtain a feasible set S of
transmission settings. However, to avoid the case where
there is a setting s that admits high profit P({s}) but with
only small weight W(s), we also consider a singleton set
S′ = {smax_profit}, where smax_profit = argmaxs {P({s}) | {s} is
feasible}, and report among S and S′ the one with a higher

Let us consider an example as given in Figure 3, five users
with their respective CQI, data request rates, and profit are
shown. Let CQI x offers x bits per RB. Suppose
T = 8 RBs are available. To compute s1 in the above
algorithm, we examine each feasible transmission setting s
and obtain its SP(s) and W(s) values with respect to S0 = Ø.
For example, for setting (5, 3, 3), users CU1 and DU1 are
satisfied, so that SP((5,3,3)) = 20 + 20 = 40, and W((5, 3, 3))
= 8. In fact, this setting is a feasible setting that maximises
the W value so that we set it as s1.
Next, to compute s2, we examine all settings s such that
1
{s , s} is feasible, to find the next feasible set and compute
the SP(s) and W(s) values accordingly. For example, we
may examine setting (3, 8, 2), such that {s1, (3, 8, 2)} is
feasible, and satisfies users CU1, DU1, DU3 and CU2. That
is, DU3 and CU2 will be newly satisfied, so that SP((3, 8, 2))
= 1 + 8 and W((3, 8, 2)) = 3. It turns out that such a setting
maximises the W value so that we set it as s2. Now, the total
RBs used by s1 and s2 is 8, so that no more setting can be
added. We obtain S as {(5, 3, 3), (3, 8, 2)}.
Then, we compute S′ by examining all settings s again,
to find out which one maximises P({s}). It turns out that
(8, 3, 2) is the case (which satisfies CU1, DU1, DU3 and
CU2), so that we set S′ = {(8, 3, 2)}. Since P(S) = 49 and
P(S′) = 49, so we report either of them as the answer.
In Algorithm 1, first, we examine for a single setting s
that has the maximum profit denoted as smax_profit and store it
in S′ as in lines 3 to 5. In line 6, we determine the satisfied
profit SP(s) and weight W(s) for each setting s assuming all
RBs are available. Later, perform the greedy selection based
on the highest value of weight and add the chosen setting to
S as in line 8 (a) to (c). After each greedy selection,
re-compute the weight and repeat the same process as in
line 8(d). This step continues until no more setting is
feasible. Finally, we choose the maximum solution among S
and S′ as in line 9.
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Algorithm 1

1

Input: s; multi-set S = Ø ; multi-set S′ = Ø; t = 1

2

Output: Resulting max. profit of P(S), P(S′)

3

If there is no setting s such that {s} is feasible,

4

Else

5

Update S′ as {smax_profit}

6

Compute SP(s) and W(s) for each setting s with respect to
S

return Ø
smax_profit = argmaxs{P({s})|{s} is feasible}

7

If there is no setting s such that S ∪{s} is feasible,

Go to Step 9.
8

Else,

a

Set st = argmaxs {W(s) | S ∪ {s} is feasible};

b

Increase t by 1;

c

Update S as S ∪ {s};

d

Go to Step 6.

9

If P(S) > P(S′)

10

Else return S′.

return S.

4.2 Algorithm 2
In Algorithm 2, we generate another feasible set S based on
the same idea as in Algorithm 1, but in a more involved
manner. In general, given all transmission settings formed
by the total available RBs and CQIs, we choose three
transmission settings as a unique combination in our
multicast to satisfy users. Later, we continue with the
greedy strategy as in algorithm 1, as long as such selections
are feasible. Repeat the step for all unique combinations of
3 transmission settings (i.e., 3-item set). Later, we note the
maximum profit among 3-item set extended greedy
combinations. Similarly, transmission settings of 2-item and
1-item will be tested. Finally, choose the maximum profit
among all these settings.
For example, if we have 4 RBs and 3 CQIs, the possible
transmission settings are (1, 1, 1), (1, 2, 1), (1, 2, 2),
(1, 3, 2), (1, 3, 3), (2, 1, 1), (2, 3, 3), (2, 2, 2), (2, 3, 2), … up
to (4, 3, 3). Let us see how to choose a 3-item combination.
First, we choose one 3 unique settings as a set, say
{(1, 1, 1), (1, 2, 1), (1, 2, 2)} which consumes three RBs. As
our selection is extendable (as one more RB is available),
we continue the selection by greedy strategy as in
Algorithm 1 and add to our selection set. For instance, we
may choose (1, 3, 3), assuming it has the highest profit.
Now, we notice that the total RBs used is four and no more
RBs are available. Then, we determine the satisfied user’s
profit due to these four settings {(1, 1, 1), (1, 2, 1), (1, 2, 2),
(1, 3, 3)}. Each transmission settings may be transmitted in
consecutive DL-UL sessions. However, the profit obtained
will be added together considering them as a single setting.
We repeat this process for all possible 3-item combinations
and choose one particular combination that offers the
highest profit as one of the candidates. Similarly, 2-item and
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1-item combinations formed by 4 RBs and 3 CQIs will also
be tested. The formal description of our algorithm is given
below.
First, we consider all possible choice of 3-item feasible
set X = {s1, s2, s3}. Next, for a particular feasible set X,
while X is feasible, we extend X by a transmission setting s,
selected by the greedy strategy as in Algorithm 1, so that the
extended set X ∪ {s} remains feasible. Each X will then end
as some set X* where it is no longer extendable. Finally,
the set S is set as: S = argmaxX* {P(X*)}. Similar to
Algorithm 1, we want to avoid the case where there is a
setting s that admits high profit P({s}) but with only small
weight W(s), so we consider the singleton feasible set S’
such that P(S′) is maximised. We also consider the 2-item
feasible set S″ such that P(S″) is maximised. Finally, we
report the highest profit among S, S′ and S″. This gives the
following theorem.
Theorem 2: Algorithm 1 achieves an approximation ratio of
1 − 1 e , while for m-item (m ≥ 3), Algorithm 2 achieves
an approximation ratio of 1 – 1 / e. The time complexities of
the algorithms are O(C2NT min{N, T}) and O(C8NT4
min{N, T}), respectively, where C =|  | denotes the number
of CQIs.
Proof: The theorem follows directly from the discussion in
Section 3.2 about how to transform our problem into a
budgeted maximum coverage problem, and the analyses in
Khuller et al. (1998) about the approximation ratios of
corresponding algorithms for the latter problem. As for the
running time, the bottleneck of Algorithm 1 is the
computation of the greedy solution S, which requires at
most min {N, T} rounds, each round taking O(C2NT) time.
Similarly, the bottleneck of Algorithm 2 is the computation
of S, which runs Algorithm 1 O(C6T3) times; the result thus
follows. Hence, the proof. 
Algorithm 2

1

Input: s; multi-set S = Ø, multi-set S′ = Ø, multi-set S″ = Ø

2

Output: Resulting max. profit of P(S), P(S′), P(S″)

3

for each 3-item feasible set X

4

while X is extendable

5

a

Compute the transmission setting s by greedy
strategy as in Algorithm 1; // X ∪ {s} is feasible,
W(s) w.r.t. X is maximised

b

Update X as X ∪ {s}

if P(X) > P(S) then

6

Update S as X; // S = argmaxX {P(X)}

7

S′ = argmaxY {P(Y) | |Y| = 1 and Y is feasible}

8
9

S″ = argmaxY {P(Y) | |Y| = 2 and Y is feasible}
return argmax {P(S), P(S′), P(S″)}

In Algorithm 2, line 3, for each combination of 3-item
feasible transmission setting X, continue the greedy
selection if feasible and update X as X ∪ {s} as in line 4.
Later, in line 6, we store the maximum profit among all
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3-item combinations. Additionally, we choose 2-item
feasible sets S″ and also one item set S′ as in lines 7 to 8.
Finally, we choose the maximum profit among these
candidate solutions as in line 9.

Algorithm 2 could choose better combinations (i.e.,
transmission settings) to obtain more profit, than the
algorithm 1.
Figure 4

5

Satisfied profit for varying users (see online version
for colours)

Numerical results

We used Python to implement our algorithms, with general
parameters as described below forming a two-hop network.
The CU occupy the first hop and the D2D users act as child
nodes at the second hop from the eNB, respectively. We
compared our algorithms with other two candidate
algorithms with little modifications to suit the experimental
scenario. The first candidate as in Militano et al. (2015a)
(SFN) and the second candidate as in Araniti et al. (2017)
(D2D grouping) by default they do not offer any profit.
Additionally, both the schemes target the throughput
maximisation. However, both use a two-hop D2D model
with varying user CQI. To suit the scenario of this paper, we
assigned profit once they satisfy a user request completely.
We varied user’s input data request rates, profit, number
of child nodes and CQI values of each user randomly. The
input data request rate range from 100~400 kbps, similar to
the profit value. Each CU is allowed to have 1~3 child
nodes with an overall bandwidth of 10MHz (i.e., 50 RBs).
The scheduling time is similar to TTI (1 ms). The overall
CQIs vary in the range 1~15. The number of users varies
between 10~50.
Table 1

Simulation parameters

Parameter

Frame structure
TTI
RB size
Sub-carrier spacing
CQI
User data request
Bandwidth
Resource blocks

Value

Type 2 (TDD)

Figure 5

Satisfied profit for varying RBs (see online version
for colours)

1 ms
12 sub-carriers, 0.5 ms
15 kHz
1-15
100~400 kbps
10 MHz
50

No. of users

50

User profit

100–400

No. of child nodes per CU

In the case of SFN, due to its policy of serving all users of a
chosen group by a common CQI, it cannot decide the user
based on the profit. Similarly, the D2D grouping based
scheme has a gradual increase in the profit as the number of
users increases. However, both the candidate algorithms
perform lower than the proposed algorithms. To simplify
the computation time, we used randomly 9 CQI levels from
the available range of CQIs.

1~3

We have two scenarios. In the first scenario, we fix the
number of RBs and vary the number of users to determine
the profit. In the second scenario, we vary the number of
RBs for a fixed user set.
In the first scenario, we varied users from 10~50 for a
fixed RBs of 25 as shown in Figure 4. As the number of
users increases, in all the algorithms the satisfied profit
increases. Both of our proposed algorithms perform
similarly until the number of users reaches 30 as shown in
the figure. It is mainly as they tend to choose the same user
sets and thereby satisfying the same users due to the limited
choices. Later, with the increase in the number of users,

In another scenario as shown in Figure 5, we varied the
number of RBs from 10~50 for a fixed user set of 30 to
measure the profit with 9 CQIs. As the number of RBs
increase, the profit increases due to the corresponding
increase in the number of satisfied users contributing to the
total profit.
In Figure 5, once the RBs reaches to 30 and until 40 the
profit has less variation because the available RBs are only
sufficient to satisfy a limited number of users. However,
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when the number of RBs increase to 50, the users receive
enough RBs to satisfy the request. A point to note is, in our
Algorithm 1, in some instances, the greedy part has the
highest profit, and in other instances, a singleton set offers
the highest profit. Since we choose the maximum; we
perform better than the normal greedy scheme. The SFN has
an almost linear increase in the profit value. Nevertheless,
both the candidate algorithms perform lower than the
proposed methods.
Note: In Bhat et al. (2017), the greedy based algorithm
has the highest performance. In our case, we choose the
maximum performance among the greedy and singleton. As
a result, we are assured to have a higher performance than
(Bhat et al., 2017). This justifies the exclusion of
comparison of the proposed method with the reference
paper.
Figure 6
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algorithms perform similarly and they are at least 90% of
the optimal solution at every instance.
Figure 7

Satisfied profit of optimal solution for varying users
(see online version for colours)

Figure 8

Satisfied user count for (a) varying users and
(b) varying RBs (see online version for colours)

Satisfied profit for varying CQIs (see online version
for colours)

In Figure 6, we measured the profit by varying the number
of CQIs (i.e., range) used for the transmission settings while
maintaining a constant 25 RBs and a user set of size 30. The
users are allowed to have random CQI values as the input
channel quality. When the transmission has done at a certain
CQI, the reception of data depends on the input channel
quality of the user.
We notice that at CQI 9, the collected profit is
maximum as more users had compatible CQI on average. At
certain CQIs (say at 8), the distribution of user CQI was not
compatible, as a result, they have the lowest profit.
However, Algorithm 2 is about 10 % better than
Algorithm 1 on an average. The performance of both the
candidate algorithms is much lesser than the proposed
algorithms.
In Figure 7, we compare the proposed algorithms with
the optimal solution obtained by a brute force method. Due
to the enormous time complexity of the optimal solution, we
could run the simulation only for a limited input size of 25
users in one hop, 10 RBs, and by using 3 CQI levels
randomly. The collected profit increases with the number of
users, as the algorithms can find the best set of users to
satisfy them (having satisfiable data request rate or
compatible CQIs). We notice that both the proposed

(a)

(b)
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In Figure 8(a), we compare the number of satisfied users for
a constant 25 RBs and total 9 CQI values, when users have
equal profits.
When the profits are equal, the total collected profit is
proportional to the number of satisfied users. This is
different from the general case when profits differ, where
we target users that offer the maximum total profit, which
might be through satisfying lesser number of users. As we
vary the number of input users, the satisfied user count
increases proportionally in both the algorithms. However,
Algorithm 2 can satisfy comparatively more users due to the
selection of transmission settings having efficient CQI and
RB combinations.
In Figure 8(b), we vary the number of RBs for a fixed
user set of 30. Here, we notice that as the number of RBs
increase, the users can find better transmission settings to
satisfy their request. We notice that when RBs reaches 40,
the Algorithm 2 will satisfy all users. However, Algorithm 1
can only satisfy 27 users, as it cannot find transmission
settings to satisfy the remaining users. In both the cases,
Algorithm 2 is about 10% better than Algorithm 1.
Figure 9

Running time (in sec) for varying users (see online
version for colours)

To conclude, the shorter running time of Algorithm 1
makes it more practical, while its collected profit does not
differ much when compared to Algorithm 2 as shown in
Figure 4 to Figure 7.

6

Conclusions

In this paper, we model the proposed problem of the
operator’s profit maximisation as a budgeted maximum
coverage problem. In addition, we proposed two
polynomial-time approximation algorithms based on the
analogy of budgeted coverage problem. These algorithms
retain an approximation ratio of 1 − 1 e and 1 – 1 / e,
respectively for the proposed model. The performance of
the algorithms is better than the candidate algorithms and
nearly approximates the optimal solution for the tested case.
By observing the profit and running time, we infer that one
may use either of the algorithms as their performance differ
only by about 10% while compromising the running time.
In other words, Algorithm 1 is more practical, and
Algorithm 2 will offer better performance with a
compromise to the practical execution time. However, both
algorithms have their own role and performance differences.

7

Future work

After individually addressing the issue of maximising the
profit, or maximising the number of satisfied users, it will
be of interest to maximise both the parameters together
(which is an NP-hard problem too) to achieve a balance
between the telecom operators’ revenue and users’ interest.
This investigation will be challenging; therefore, we wish to
address this in the future. Further, as per the recent trends,
resource allocation problems in D2D are addressed with
artificial intelligence. Therefore, it would be of interest to
apply deep learning techniques to evaluate the performance.

In Figure 9, we compare the running time of our algorithms
with the optimal solution for fixed RBs of 10 and CQI of 3.
We use a single hop network topology, as we need to
compare with the optimal solution whose running time will
be extremely high otherwise. The running time increases
with the number of users. The order of running time of
Algorithm 2 is nearly comparable with the Algorithm 1, as
 CT 
we only need to run 
 times more the Algorithm 1 in
 3 
the worst case. Theoretically, even in case of two hop
network, with typical input values of T and C (say
N = 5,000, T = 100, C = 15) we can group all CU and
corresponding child DU pairs (i.e., in the DL-UL sessions)
which have the common pair of CQI and serve them
together. That is C2T* min{C2, N}* min{N, T} for
Algorithm 1. As a result, the computation time of
Algorithm 2 also reduces accordingly.
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